ASMG Italia Consultancy - All the vital assistance for individuals,
companies or dealers that require independent services for
vehicle related matters to purchase with confidence from Italy.

Pre-Purchase Inspection service provides a detailed report and quality
photographs covering documentation, ownership, body, mechanics and
electrics for that added peace of mind.

Vehicle Purchase Support & Management is an involved activity that
includes the negotiation for sale, all seller communications, the sales contract
agreement documentation as required or dealer contracts amended as
necessary, follow through the process in detail to ensure there are no
irregularities whilst keeping you routinely informed of progress.

Motorsport
The 2019 Peking to Paris Motor Challenge by the Endurance Rally Association
in collaboration with HERO Events.
An epic 5 week navigation over 13500 kms across vast terrains from Peking
(Beijing) in China to Paris in France. The challenge was demanding on both car
preparation and personal stamina with crews enduring some long days, testing
surfaces and regularly changing time zones and climates.
As part of the support team, and whilst there was work to do and clients to cater
for, it will go down as an outstanding experience that anybody who has classic
cars and travel in their blood should do at least once in their lives.

Happy Customer.
"The truck was in great shape and was exactly as described. ASMG provided a
personal level of service that was invaluable in the purchase of my Land Rover
Defender. Alans knowledge of the Italian car market was extremely beneficial
and helped to facilitate a smooth transaction. I look forward to working with
ASMG again in the future" - Bryan, USA - Vehicle Purchase Support.

It's Project Time...
...the 1971 De Tomaso Pantera takes a step closer to completion; rear end
lifted to trial fit the rather complex exhaust hanging and alignment.
Latest Land Rover Defender from the workshop, rebuilt and retaining its
original blue is now shipped and making its way to the USA.

Spotted. Locally 'produced' Treviso (TV) cheese wedge - will its day come?

Bringing classic vehicles instructed for sale to your attention.

The Services
Travelling the length and breadth of Italy to bring you the following services:


Pre-Purchase Inspection



Acquisition Negotiation
Purchase Contracts
Documentation Validation
Italian Communications
Import & Export Assistance
Project Management
Classic Rally Support
Engineering Facilities











Parts, Logistics & Shipping



Collection Management
Vehicles for Purchase
Vehicle locator / Re-locator




Fee Structure - To make vehicle purchase in Italy a practical and financial
reality for you, the serious buyer, the services provided by ASMG Italia are
supported by a sensible fee structure in place which is capped to assist all
budgets.

